GRADUATE PROGRAM IN MUSIC THERAPY

POSSIBLE OPTIONS FOR FULFILLING NON-MUSIC ELECTIVES**

ADA 5200 Family & Addiction T/O: F, S, SII,
BLRH 5770 Services for Persons Who Are Blind or Have Other Disabilities T/O: F
BLRH 5880 Psychosocial Aspects of Disability T/O: F
BLRH 5890 Medical and Functional Aspects of Rehabilitation T/O: S
CECP 5200 Foundations of Rehab Counseling T: F
CECP 5830 (Weekend intensive 1 credit courses on varying topics) T/S: F, S, SII
*CECP 6020 Group Dynamics and Procedures T: F, S, SII
*CECP 6030 Tests and Measurement T: F, S
*CECP 6050 Professional Issues and Ethics T/S: F, S
ED 6700 School Climate & Discipline T/S: S, SII
EDT 5410 Intro to Educational Tech O: S, SII, F
EMR 6400 Intro to Evaluation, Measurement, & Research
EMR 6450 Elementary Statistics T/S: F
EMR 6550 Research Design T/S: S
FCS 5250 The Adolescent in Development O: F
HOL 5310 Introduction to Holistic Health Care T/O: F
HOL 5320 Holistic Approaches to Relationships T: SII
HOL 5300 Special Topics in Holistic Health T/S/O: F, S, SII
HOL 5350 Holistic Approaches to Stress T/S: F
HOL 5360 Counseling Skills for Health Professionals T: SII
HOL 5500 Intro to Expressive Arts T: F
HOL 5510 Healing through the Visual Arts T: S, SII
HOL 5980 Readings in Holistic Health T: F Need Consent
PSY 5260 Human Drug Use/Abuse T: F, S, S
PSY 6120 Advanced Physiological Psych T: F

T=Traditional Main Campus Course
S=Satellite/Regional Campus
O=Online offering
F=Fall Semester
S=Spring Semester
SI=Summer I
SII=Summer II

*Departmental approval required
** This list of courses is intended to provide some possible options for fulfilling non-music electives. Other courses may also be available but will need to be approved by the Director of Music Therapy